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English

Science

1

Topic # 1. The world in a wall. Reading
Practice 10 difficult words and write their meanings. Use the same words in your
sentences. What is noun and write its kinds. Write five examples of each. Write
application for sick leave.

2nd

Topic # 1. The world in a wall Reading.
Write seven difficult words with its meanings and practice them. Use the same words
in your own sentences. Make list of noun, pronouns, adjective and verbs from the
given paragraph.

3rd

Topic # 2 Poem. Stopping by woods on a snowy evening.
Reading + Summarize the poem in your simple words. Practice 5 difficult words and
write their meanings. Making sentences of the same words. Write the parts of speech.

st

4

th

5th

Topic # 3 Does He Remember
Reading + Practice difficult word and write their meanings. Use the same word in
your sentences. Correct the mistakes in the given incorrect words. Choose the verb
and adverb from the given passage.
Topic # 3.
Does He remember
Reading + Practice 5 difficult words and writ their meanings. Use the same word in
your sentences. Find six interesting word and adverbs from the passage. Write a
paragraph “Spring”.

Unit # 1. Classification of living things.
Reading: Make a concept of classification of living
things.
Viruses, parotists Bacteria, algae their types and
diagram
Unit # 1. Classification of living things.
Make a concept about Angiosperms and gymnosperms
.
The animal kingdom invertebrate and invertebrates and
their groups
Unit # 2. Reproduction in living things.
Reproduction in animals.
i). Life cycle of butterfly.
ii). Life cycle of fish.
iii). Life cycle of frog and birds.
Practice diagram and make concept about above topics
Unit # 2. Reproduction in living things.
Structure of flower / Seed germination
Different types of reproduction
Make a model about any topic related to the course.
Unit # 3. A Healthy body.
Write three slogans for maintaining a healthy body.
Make a list of balance diet.

6

th

Topic # 4 This morning is our History Test. (poem)
Reading + Practice 7 difficult words and write their meanings. Use the same words in
your own sentences. Write rhyming theme of the poem Match the idioms

Unit # 4 Water.
Source of water / Use of water
Activity. Pour some tap water into a beaker and boil it
for five monists. Taste the water. Describe the taste.

7

th

Topic # 4. Robinson Crusoe
Reading + Practice 10 difficult word and write their meanings.
Use the same words in your sentences. Use the dictionary to find out the difference in
meanings. What is adverb and write its kinds with examples.

Make a model related to the course

Maths

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

5th

6th
7th

TOPIC: PLACE VALUES QUESTION 1
Place the commas correctly and then write the following numbers in words in both Pakistani and international ways
i). 64356189
ii). 50436996 iii). 20853109 iv). 28129148
v). 13684526 vi). 43567900 vii). 69873261 viii).84063925
QUESTION 2
Write in international numeral placing the commas correctly
i). Seventeen million, six thousand
thirty five
ii). Thirty eight million, four hundred seven thousand, one hundred fifty two
iii). Fifty two million, seventeen
iv). Eleven million, two hundred sixty six thousand four hundred five
v). Six hundred thirty six million, four hundred thirty three thousand, seven hundred fifty five
vi). Five hundred million
vii). Two hundred twenty four million
viii). Three hundred twenty million
TOPIC: PRIME FACTORIZATION QUESTION 1
Do the prime factorization of the following numbers
i). 108 ii). 144 iii). 484 iv). 1024 v). 196 vi). 324 vii).172 viii). 540 ix). 309
TOPIC: LCM QUESTION 1 Find LCM of the following numbers
i). 15, 18, 36
ii). 65, 130, 260 iii). 24, 40, 50, 60 iii). 18, 36, 72, 144 iv). 10, 12, 15, 20 v). 18, 15, 30, 20 vi). 9, 27, 90
vii). 35,
60, 70, 80
viii). 20, 45, 60, 135
TOPIC: HCF
QUESTION 1
Find HCF of the following numbers
i). 15, 35, 65
ii). 27, 24, 36 iii). 15, 45, 90 iv). 16, 48, 64 v). 20, 40, 60
vi). 72, 60, 84 vii). 418, 380
viii). 275, 305
TOPIC: ADDITION/SUBTRACTION
QUESTION 1 Add the following
i). 43642184 + 3964321 ii). 21364010 + 21361402 iii). 39422361 + 21521093 iv). 31210360 + 18271280 v). 31825108 + 41360490
vi). 40310415 + 36911930 vii). 61280760 + 31290270 viii). 50613615 + 45911810 ix). 31310700 + 41280410
QUESTION 2 Subtract the following
i). 73563454 – 46425372 ii). 61234363 – 32510432 iii). 93342361 – 21521093 iv). 71574769 – 17376163 v). 82453567 – 61457272 vi).
47256475 – 34511623
vii). 52462570 – 24250670 viii). 55643675 – 43513510 ix). 45618793 – 13570212
TOPIC: MULTIPLICATION
QUESTION 1
Multiply the following
i). 22536 x 129
ii). 4958 x 542 iii). 3058 x 324
iv). 3416 x 273 v). 4600 x 428 vi). 5178 x 520 vii). 2314 x 275
viii). 72321 x 422 ix).
60126 x 125
TOPIC: DIVISION QUESTION 1Divide the following
i). 25471 ÷ 25
ii). 219200 ÷ 28 iii). 34685 ÷ 65
iv). 72300 ÷ 24 v). 573027 ÷ 613 vi). 696548 ÷ 354 vii). 408629 ÷ 282
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